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Little known things 
Nearly one-quarter of the USA has 
not had sex lately, while only about five 
, percent have it four or more times a 
week. That is just one of the conclusions 
in the book "An Ameri an Profile: 
Opinions and Behavior 1972-1989," 
based on surveys of 1,600 people. Other 
findings: 30 percent have had an out-of-
body experience and 78 percent say kids 
sometimes need a spankmg. 
Duke loses In L.A .... 
barely 
Louisiana state Rep. David Duke lo t 
his bid for th U.S. Senate this weekend, 
but this surprising showing puts him just 
where his opponents do not want him - as 
a political power for the future. The ex-
Ku KJux Klan imperial wii.ard got 44 
t of the vote, while incumbent Sen. 
J. Bennett Johnston got 54 percent. 
Abortion on ballots 
Abortion rights supporters and foes 
are taking the issue back to the people. 
More than a year after the Supreme Coun 
gave states greater power to restrict 
abortion and create a flurry of legislative 
activity, activists on both sides have 
adopted a new strategy: the ballot 
measure. In November, Oregon and 
Nevada will have abortion wues on 
ballots. 
Impartial jury hard to find 
Lawyers say it could be tough 
finding an impartial jury in Melbourne, 
Fla., in the trial of Edward Humphrey, 
accused of beating his grandmother, 79. 
Humphrey, 18, has been named by police 
~ a suspect in the slaying of five Florida 
college students. Officials in the Brevard 
Cowity public defender's office say 
coverage of the killings could jeopardize 
a fair hearing. 
ADOPTION ADS BEGIN MON-
Bob Hale (SG Representative) helps a student register to vote. 
SG, Mclin scholars push registration 
Thomas Gnau 
News Editor 
One might call it salesmanship of 
citizenship. 
On Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday 
last week college representatives in 
Student Government (SG) and a group of 
CJ. Mclin scholars helped get WSU 
sb.ldents registered to vote in the fast-
approaching Nov. 6 elections. 
The registration table, manned by SG 
representatives and the scholarship recipi-
ents, was set up in Allyn Hall in front of 
the student lounge. On Thursday after-
noon, SG Chair John Stekli, College of 
Engineering and Computer Science 
representative Bob Hale, and School of 
Medicine representative Greg Cambier sat 
at the table, inviting passing students to 
register and vote. 
"The C.J. McLin scholars initiated (the 
registration drive) this year, but typically 
we (SG) do it every year," said Hale. "SG 
has enjoyed doing this with the C.J. McLin 
scholars. We hope to do more positive 
things with them." 
Cambier and Hale asked people who 
passed by the table if they were registered, 
and they got a number of responses. A few 
people simply stopped out of curiosity. 
"Are you registered?" Cambier asked 
freshman Mary Beth Lengfeld, who 
promptly stopped and picked up a fonn. 
Cambier made sure she had a black pen 
and assisted her with the fonn. 
Lengfeld,18, said she was glad for the 
opportunity to register. "I just found out 
about this today," she said. 
Hale, who hails from Clark County, 
became a deputy registrar in order to be a 
part of the registration drive. It was at the 
Clark County board of elections that he 
was sworn in and given the requisite 
materials. "It took about five minutes," he 
said. 
On Thursday afternoon, the table had 
registration forms for voters who lived in 
Clark, Montgomery, and Warren counties. 
But Hale promised to have fonns from 
Darke and Greene counties as well at the 
SG booth at October Daze, the next day, 
when SG would be distributing condoms to 
the masses. 
Students did not have to complete the 
forms at the Allyn Hall table; they could 
have filled them out at another time and 
took them to the proper board of elections. 
In addition to getting people registered, 
SG and the C.J. McLin scholars were 
giving students brochures on state issues 
on the Nov. 6th ballot. 
Said Stekli with a smile: "We'd like to 
encourage everyone to go out and vote, 
look at the candidates and vote for the one 








Susanna G. Newton 
Staff 
Working together to inform 
student organizations, the Uni-
versity Center Board (UCB) and 
Inter-Club Council (ICC) hope to 
see greater student involvement 
in university life. At this time, 
mo t swdent organizations are 
unaware of what services are 
available through the University 
Center (UC). 
The ICC acts as an umbrella 
for student organizations. In 
addition to providing mail services 
between organizations, the ICC 
offers use of electronic equipment 
Group development is the ICC's 
main concern. 
The UCB has a different focus 
than ICC but also off er services 
to student organizations. The 
UCB provides information about 
programming and policies, and 
advises organii.ations on how to 
program events. 
Both groups want to become 
more service oriented. Organiza-
tions need to be registered with 
ICC in order to reserve equip-
ment The UCB uses an 
equipment reservation form. 
Organii.ations receive low cost 
training on the use of equipment 
According to Kathy Morris, 
assistant director of student 
activities, "costs will be kept low 
for those organizations that 
operate on a mailer budget than 
that of the UCB.,. 
With the expansion of the 
UC, swdent organization will 
have more need , and both the 
UCB and the ICC have their 
work cut out for them. 
Crusade draws crowds 
Kelly Keith Dunn 
Staff 
Thousands flocked to 
University of Dayton Arena to 
attend the Miami Valley Crusade 
for Christ. 100 Miami Valley 
area churches have united 
together for eight days of 
spiritual renewal and harvest 
Well over 2,000 individuals 
from, both lay people and clergy 
have been participating for the 
past year preparing for the 
crusade. The meetings featured 
Franklin Graham and John 
Wesley White. Both men are 
known internationally. 
Dr. Franklin Graham is the 
eldest son of renowned Evangel-
ist Billy Graham. Graham Just 
returned from touring the refugee 
camps on the Iraqi boarder. 
Graham serves as president of 
Samaritan's Purse, a Christian 
mission organization committed 
to meeting emergency needs 
among missionaries, national 
church leaders, and their con-
stituents. Graham is also presi-
dent of World Medical Mission, .. 
a companion organization of 
Samaritan's Purse, in order to 
recruit Christian physicians for 
short-term mission service 
around the world. 
In an interview from the 
dining room of his hotel, Dr. 
Graham said, "The '80's are 
over. The largest era for eco-
nomic expansion is over and the 
world is bankrupt Thirty years 
ago, John Connelly said 'how are 
we going to pay ? .. .I don't 
know.' For the first time in 
aee '"Cruaade" on page 16 
DCOWA expands 
informational services 
Thomas J. Lucente, Jr. 
Staff 
The Dayton Council on World 
Affairs (OCOW A) has rocently 
made available a series of "inter-
national" services to the commu-
nity. These services, according to 
Executive Director Judith M. 
Baker, go beyond the traditional 
programming provided by the 
Council. 
"Recent events in E tern 
Europe and the Mid t have 
made everyone more intere ted in 
world affairs," state Baker. 
"While the Council has informally 
provided informational services 
over its 40-plus years, now it 
seems there is a growing need for 
an information 'center' on 
international topics. It is not 
uncommon for us to receive a 
dozen calls a day requesting 
information of some sort. Now we 
hope to be in a better position to 
respond to these requests. n 
Some of the services provided 
by DCOW A are to provide 
speakers, consultants, interpreters, 
translators (currently twenty 
language are represented), and 
other experts on international 
topics. 
The Council aJso provides 
printouts on resource people and 
local organizations involved in 
international activities and topics. 
The Council can also provide 
research services on almost any 
international topic. If needed, 
DCOW A has contacts with the 
U.S. State Department, foreign 
embassies and other World Affairs 
Councils. 
The cost for these services for 
non-members are intended to help 
off t the co t of maintaining the 
data 
DCOW A i a non-profit, non-
partisan organization supported 
entirely by membership contribu-
tions from corporations, organiza-
tions, and individuals. 
The Council sponsors a 
number of continuing program-
ming series including the Dayton 
International Forum, the Interna-
tional "Escape" series, and Great 
Decisions. It co-sponsors at least 
two major conferences each year 
and brings to Dayton approxi-
mately thirty internationally-
known speakers annually. The 
Council also sponsors the Junior 
Council on World Affairs with 
chapters in twenty area secondary 
schools. 
If anyone is interested in 
information on OCOW A or any of 
its services, you may contact them 




Staff approve or reject a casino in 
their area. 
On Nov. 6 Ohio voters will According to a spokesper-
have the chance to make son for Senator Hobson' s 
casino gambling legal in Ohio. office, the idea for the bill 
According to a news release originated from Ohio business· 
from State Senator David L. man Allan Spitzer. Spitzer is 
Hobson, voters will be asked seeking to develop and 
to amend the Ohio revitalize Lorain. House bill 
constitution. Issue 3, the 128, the casino proposal, was 
casino amendment, authorizes designed to bring tourism to 
"the licensing of a casino the area. 
resort hotel, including games The bill passed the House 
by electronic and mechanical but Hobson campaigned 
devices, for profit, in Lorain." against it and it was defeated 
The news release said if in the Senate Ways and 
the amendment passess, Lorain Means Committee. 
residents will decide whether After that defeat supporters 
they want a casino in their got 500,000 signatures to have 
community. According to the the General Assembly place 
press release, if Lorain voters the amendment on the Nov. 
approve the project voters in ballot According to Senator 
each of the other seven resort Robson's office, an investiga-
districts will have the right to • • aee .. Caalno" on page 16 
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o mix po derables, but . • No help from 
state for garage Thomas Gnau ews Editor 
Often only the quesuons you 
ask detennine the infonnation 
you rece1v , the stuff that shapes 
your perception of the w rld So 
your q tions are not just 
important, but downright fonna-
tive. 
I happen to have a few ques-
tions: 
1) I 1t our fault that members 
of Con gr fail to realize that 
th ir obligation to the country as a 
w I upersedes their obligauon 
to the di trict which put them in 
office? 
2) Why does the government 
continue to tax people who make 
less than $10,000 a year? Isn't it 
eminently obvious that these 
people need their money much, 
much more than Uncle Sam? 
3) When will we have a black 
president? A female president? 
What is i about Americans that 
makes us resistant to these possi-
bilities? 
4) What' s wrong with believ-
ing that America is the world' s 
lastbesthope,andindeed, is 
simply the greatest country in the 
world? 
Enough about politics. Let's 
talk about some important stuff .. 
. 5) Writer Kurt Vonnegut 
thinks people should "make love 
as much as possible." Is this a 
bad idea? Why? Is a marked 





sign that a society i on its way to 
dissolution? Haven't people 
alway. wanted to have se and sex 
and se and sex and sex? 
6) To echo a Van Halen song: 
"How d know when it's love?" 
and "How does it feel when it's 
love?" Is the only difference 
between love and infawation a 
successful response to the test of 
time? 
7) Are good things always 
difficult? Specifically, is it not 
realistic to think a man and a 
woman can spend their whole lives 
together? 
8) ls there a difference between 
sexual power and sexual 
attractiveness (attractiveness by 
America' s standards)? 
Sports is never far from my 
mind 
9) Are big cities always going to 
have the best sports teams? What 
can professional leagues do to 
prevent hegemonies like the San 
Francisco49'ers and the Oakland 
A's? 
At Kin~o's, you can come in just about any time of the day or night and use 
one of our self-service Macs. Because you never know when a great idea may 
rut you. So, the next time you're looking for a Mac at midnight, stop in. 
··------------------· 1 $2 OFF per hour • : Mac Rental : 
I $2 off on self-service Macintosli9computer t i~e, at participating Kinko's. One coupon per I 
I customer. Not valid with any other offer. Expires 10-31-90 . I 
I 429-2585 All Stor;~8~~;~;4 Hours 436-1313 I 
1
1 
2646 C-Olonel Glenn 1304 Brown St. 1189 Miamisburg-
Hwy k• 1 .. 
0 
Centerville Rd. • · inn •s~ 
I 
1 the copy center 
··------------------
10) Doesn' t winning all the 
time get boring? 
11) Why does Cindy Homer, 
The Guardian's dazzlingly 
beautiful sports editor, like the 
Cincinnati Reds but not the 
Cincinnati Bengals? Just what 
the heck is her problem? Cindy 
likes the Browns. How cool is 
that? Why can't she see that the 
Bengal are the way to go? 
(Don't hate me, Cindy.) 
2) What are the c ns about 
life that we can derve from 
sports? 
Many thing in general are 
troubling. 
3) Can we eliminate racism? 
How? 
14) Can we do better than a 
market-driven economy? 
15) Why do I like rock music 
so much? 
16) Why do I like my 1980 
Camaro so much? 
17) Why can't I dance? 
And now, the most important 
questions of all. 
18) How do we handle the 
divergence between fact and 
expectation? What if we don't 
get what we want? And why does 
the future seem so damn scary 
sometimes? If we have to learn to 
live with ourselves before we can 
live successfully with someone 
else, then how dn we do that? 
So how 'bout them apples? 
Now you can go back to doing 
whatever i was that you were 
doing before. 
Th omas Gnau 
News Editor 
According to Student Gov-
ernment (SG) Chair ohn 
Stekli , WSU can expect no 
help from the Ohio Board of 
Regents with payin ·or a 
parking garage, and ' garage 
might not be uch a big help 
anyway. 
S tekli said he had talked to 
Nick Corbo, WSU engineer, 
and Corbo said don 't expect 
much help from the state. 
Said Stekli: "The stale would 
say, 'Why don't you build 
another parking lot?' Our 
parking situation is a low 
priority for them . ., 
S tekli cited some statistics 
concerning a garage provided 
by the Department of Public 
Safety: each parking space 
would cost $8,000, requiring 
the university to assume a 
debt service of about $75 a 
month per space, not including 
maitenance and electricity. 
The cost would increase to 
about $765 per space for nine 
months when maintenance and 
electricity are included . 
Stekli said he was told 
that, in order to save space for 
academic buildings, a garage 




• Sports Charters 
• Bowl Games 
• Tournament Outings 
• Alumni Groups 
• Conventions 
• Special Eve ts 
Convenient, Door-To-Door, Professional Service 
by Dayton's Hometown Airline 
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION 
1-800-448-76 72 
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DDN reporters work without new contract 
Thomas J. Lucente, Jr. 
and Thomas Gnau 
Staff 
Strife between a Dayton 
Daily News (DDN) labor 
union and management may 
result in a advertiser boycott. 
On September 13. the 180 
reporters, photographers, 
artists, editor and clerks 
repre nted by the Dayton 
Newspaper Guild, held an 
informational picketing outside 
the newspaper building at 
Fourth and Ludlow Street in 
downtown Dayton. 
The Writers Guild, of which 
the Dayton Newspaper Guild is 
a member, represents reporters 
at 150 newspapers . 
The members of the Guild 
have been operating without a 
contract for more than 600 
days. Its last contract with the 
company expired in Jan.1989. 
Guild President and DDN 
Staff Writer Rob Modic said 
there has not been a general 
rai e since Jan. 1988. 
According to Brad Tillson, 
publisher of DDN , and a 
former pre ident of a reporter's 
union at DDN, an economic 
off er was made at the end of 
last year and the Guild has not 
re ponded in any way to that 
offer or made a counter offer. 
Modic confirmed thi , 
aying that the Guild doe not 
want to deal with the eco-
nomic issues until they settle 
" the language of the proposal." 
Modic said that the impor-
tant di pule, at this time, 
between the Guild and man-
agement is defining what 
specific rights Dayton Newspa-
pers, Inc. (DNI) and the Guild 
have. 
Says Modic, "We are very 
frustrated and nobody felt it 
would go on this long and 
nobody expected that DNI 
would take the Byzantine 
attitude that it has." 
DNI has offered the Guild 
(with the exception of 20 
clerks) a $50 per week raise 
for full-time employees for the 
first year, $14 the second year, 
and ten dollars the third year 
with a $1,000 signing bonus. 
Part-time employees would 
receive a 50 cent per hour 
raise in the first year, or a 
raise in their minimum wage 
to five dollars an hour. In the 
second year, part-time employ-
ees would get 25 cents more 
per hour, and a ten cent raise. 
the third year. Their signing 
bonus would be $250. 
The raise for the clerks 
would be half of what full-
time employees receive as a 
raise. 
The contract DNI has 
proposed is a three year con-
tract. 
Currently, a full-time 
reporter with five years experi-
ence earns $660 per week 
before taxes . 
Said Modic: "Had we 
accepted the offer, we would 
still be payed far less than the 
Cleveland Plain Dealer, the 
Akron Beacon-Journal, and the 
Toledo Blade." Modic said 
that by 1992 Guild members 
would not be keeping pace 
compensation-wise with 
employees at the Indianopoi's 
Star . 
Modic noted that the law 
firm DNI hired in May, King 
and Blue of Nashville, Tenne -
ee , boa t of being capable of 
bu ting union . 
A press release from the 
Guild said that DNI has "bla-
tantly targeted the Guild for 
oblivion." In response to this, 
Tillson said, "Ridiculous." 
"We are trying to negotiate 
in good faith with the Guild ," 
said Tillson. 
Max Jennings. editor of the 
aee .. DON" on page 16 
Thi eme t r, take ome elective 
in communications. 
Introducing A1&T 





your long distance 
calls from your 
roommates' calls 
with A1&r Call 
.Manager: And we11 
do it fur free. 
60 minutes of 
long distance. 
For free. 
Movi . Video . 
And more. 
Forl 
T< nroll in th Al&T tu-
d nt v r Plu programs that 
are right for y u, or to get th 
be t value in long distance er -
vice, call u . They just might 
be th most profitable electives 
you11 e\.71 r take. 
1800 654-0471 Ext 1230 
A1&T. Helping make 
college life a little easier. 
ATrJ 
The right choice. 
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Editorial 
Where is the budget going? 
Connie J. Hart 
Editor-in-Chief 
I was surprised by the 
balanced budget proposal that 
congre finally came up 
with. I wa mo t surpri ed by 
the huge cuts the mcdicare 
program wa taking. It is 
better to say that I was 
shocked out of my pants. 
But, then I had to stop 
and think a minute- how 
long would these huge cuts in 
medical program for the 
elderly last given the power 
the elderly have in the gov-
ernment. So the next day I 
was completely unsurprised 
by the protest the elderly 
were throwing out over these 
cuts. Their reaction was 
probably the most predictable 
event to occur in this century. 
After eight years of Re-
aganomics I would have to 
ay that the American econ-
omy i not in the best shape 
it has ever been, and I would 
also have to ay the the size 
of our national deficit i de-
plorable. America is now one 
of the largest debtor nations 
in the world today. 
Given this, Congress has 
to deal with this problem in 
some manner, so budget cuts 
and tax raises do not surprise 
me. But I have to say that, 
cutting into the gravy train, 
the elderly of this nation have 
coveted all for themselves for 
a long time is a pretty gutsy 
move for congress to make, 
especially a congress in which 
many members will be facing 
re-election in the near future. 
I think it is about time the 
senior citizens felt the crunch 
too.!! t 
Now I suppo e ome 
people may think I am just a 
bratty. smug little college girl 
who is being elfi h and 
never visits her grandparents 
anyway. Well I might be. 
Social Security Insurance 
and Medicare programs very 
likely won't be around when 
I reach retirement age. but I 
have already given of a good 
percentage of my income to 
support this program and will 
continue to do so. Some may 
scoff and say my percentage 
adds up to a very small 
amount in actual dollars, but 
to a college student working 
around minimum wage a few 
measly dollars is a damn 
good amount. 
Most SSI recipients get 
what they paid into the 
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program within the first four 
to five years but continue to 
collect for another 10 to 15 
years beyond that. I don't 
buy the argument that they 
deserve everything they are 
getting. Futhermore, SSI was 
meant to be supplement 
income not a sole income as 
it has turned out to be used 
by a large majority of the 
recipients. 
One more thing. get this-
S SI income is tax free- and 
these people are complaining 
because Medicare is being 
cut. 
The fact is, I and every 
other working person out 
there has to pay taxes, pay 
bills, pay for health care, and 
plan for a retirement with the 
very real possibility of no 
supplements such as SSI or 
Medicare. All this requires 
working hard and saving 
every extra dime that comes 
along. It mean giving up 
many luxuries to achieve the 
American dream and for some 
people it means constantly 
fighting to stay out of debt. 
To add to all of this, the 
price of everything keeps 
going up and paychecks are 
not getting any bigger. 
especially mine. 
I might be bratty for con-
demning my elders about their 
threats over the new budget, 
but I say it serves the right 
for not planning ahead just a 
little bit better. History is to 
learn from and I am learning 
that my retirement is a reality 
unlike my elders who just 
thought it was a free ride 
from the government. 
Editorial Response 
In response to Mr. Gar-
blick's opinion letter that ap-
peared in the October 4, 1990 
issue of The Guardian. 
The notion that Wright State 
University looks down its nose 
at Sinclair Community College 
is simply ludicrous. 
If it wasn't for the fact that 
because of this misunderstand-
ing, Wright State University 
could suffer injustice, I wouldn't 
take the time to submit this 
response. 
Mr. Garblick claims that 
the article stated that Wright 
State doesn • t want to be a four 
year version of Sinclair Commu-
nity College. That assumption is 
false, what the article reported 
was the perception of some of 
those who are considering which 
area college to attend. That 
perception is not shared by this 
reporter, President Mulhollan, 
nor Wright State University. 
President Mulhollan said in 
fact • "Sinclair Community 
College is a valuable resource 
for quality students for Wright 
State." Mulhollan went on to 
say, "It isn't that the community 
has a negative view of the uni-
versity. it doesn't have an 
updated view." 
Personally, I'm relatively 
new to the Miami Valley. and 
haven't heard anything but high 
admiration for both Wright State 
and Sinclair Community Col-
lege. 
In my experience, community 
colleges are very capable institu-
tions for higher education. The 
year I began my collegiate 
studies, I attended Westark 
Community College, Ft. Smith. 
Arkansas. Not only did I cut 
down my college costs consid-
erably, but I'm confident that the 
year was a wise investment. 
Sincerely, 
Kelly Keith Dunn, 
Guardian Staff Writer 
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Peace activists lack vision 
Thomas J. Lucente, Jr. 
Staff 
Scattered across the news 
desk here at Th~ Guardian are 
the propaganda leaflets of an or-
ganization calling itself the 
Coalition Again t U.S. Military 
Involvement in the Middle East. 
I submit to the intelligent 
reader that the only contribution 
this coalition makes to society is 
the fact that it didn't come up 
with some cute acronym to 
describe itself. 
I also submit that the coali-
tion lacks vision and is as blind 
to the realities of modern day 
politics and warfare as the 
Ethiopians were in 1935 prior to 
the Italian invasion and Cham-
berlain was in 1938 prior to the 
outbreak of WWII. 
They claim that billions of 
dollars are being spent to main-
tain our pre ence there and that 
the only reason we are there 
are economics and cheap oil. 
Economics? Hmm. Remnants 
of Vietnam rhetoric seem to 
come to mind ther . Cheap oil? 
Perhap , but how about the 
continuation of a stable oil 
supply? The people protesting 
our presence in the Middle East 
and asking why we do not have 
an alternative energy resource 
are the same ones who picket 
outside nuclear power plants and 
struggle to close them all down. 
If not oil or nuclear power, then 
what? Until an alternative and 
viable energy source is found, 
we better struggle, with our 
lives if necessary, to maintain 
an endless supply of the pre-
cious oil. 
Does WSU care? 
B Rich Warren 
F&E Editor 
Sometimes it seems like Wright 
State's administration does not care 
for their students. 
For instance, pre-rollege organi-
zations have an easier time getting 
rooms on campus than student or-
ganizations. Also, over 100 student 
parking spaces have been removed 
to create a new engineering building. 
In general, students needs parking 
not engineering. 
Another surprising case of ad-
ministration apathy comes in the 
form of the Nutter Center. 
While the Nutter Center will 
bring a variety of special events to 
Wright State, and will provide better 
sports facilities, it fails~ a univer-
sity gym. It does not provide open, 
accessible, health and recreation 
equipment to the students. 
Accessibility h~ always been 
important at Wright State. Ramps, 
tunnels and other additions insure 
that any student can easily get to any 
point on campus. However, the shear 
distance from the center of campus to 
the Nutter Center makes it inacces-
sible to many students-and not just 
handicapped students. 
Consider a student wanting to use 
the university weight room. First the 
student must catch a shuttle (they run 
every ten to 20 minutes during the 
day). Let's ac;sume an average of five 
minutes is w~ted waiting for the 
bus. Another five p~s during the 
ride, and five more disappear as he 
changes into his shorts and muscle 
shirt. After working out he must 
shower, change clothes and catch the 
bus back-another ten minutes if he 
rushes. 
Our hypothetical student's 30 
minute workout is now SO minutes 
long. To make matters worse, the 
weight room is only open for two 
hours during the afternoon. If our 
student does not have an hour free 
between 12:00 and 2:00, he can not 
work out. Of course, he could always 
wait until the weight room opens 
again that night; but, by then, only 
one buss comes every half hour. 
Many students would like to use 
the equipment located at the Nutter 
Center, but do not have the extra 
time. Many students let their health 
suffer because they can not get to the 
Nutter Center, and many students are 
angry about it 
J I\ j • • I,.' • , •¥ .. 
All that is fine and dandy but 
it is only a minor is ue com-
pared to the larger one we are 
facing. We can not allow a 
nation as powerful a Iraq to 
dominate the region. We are the 
only uperpower on Earth, and 
uch, we have an awe ome 
re ponsibility. 
Even if Iraqi troops were to 
pull out of Kuwait tomorrow 
could we allow Hussein to 
maintain power? I think not. 
The nation of Iraq is less than 
five years away from developing 
their nuclear arsenal. That 
knowledge alone should be 
enough to keep any intelligent 
person up nights. 
The coalition feels the U.S. 
should leave the area because if 
war breaks out then thousands 
of hostages may die, millions of 
innocent Iraqi women and 
children may die, and thou ands 
of U.S. ervicemen may die. A 
mall price to pay when com-
pared to the hundred of mil-
lion of innocent we tern men, 
women and childr n who may 
die if we walk away now and 
tell Hu ein that he may do 
what he pleases. 
The Allies felt that war with 
Germany wouldn't be necessary 
as long as we kept Hitler ap-
peased. It is this kind of isola-
tionist thinking that nearly cost 
us the war. Think of all the 
lives which could have been 
saved had the world banded 
together in 193 to stop the 
Japanese advance in Manchuria 
and later China. We again had 
our opportunity with the Italian 
invasion of Ethiopia in 1935. 
During the Korean and 
Vietnam war , a minority of 
people felt that we had no 
bu ine s being there. I think the 
attempted containment of 
Communi m wa a ufficient 
rea on for our pre ence in 
Indochina. The fighting of 
Communism wherever it ap-
peared lent greatly to the decline 
of Communism over the last two 
years. Communist governments 
cannot equal American military 
might without a terrible strain 
on their misdirected economies. 
How much are we willing lo 
pay in the future? I for one am 
more than willing to go to war 
in the Middle East now in order 
to save lives in the future. This 
isn't a war over oil. This is a 
war to save the earth from a far 
more devastating war later on. 
Win a replica of the "Rock". Fill out a questionnaire below and return it to 
033 University Center by 4 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 19. The winner will be 
drawn at the Student Governmen meeting. 
STUDENT ISSUES URVEY 
-Where would you like to see the rock moved to? 
- Are you aware that next year the last day to drop a class will be 
during the fifth week instead of the eighth week? 
-Have you been over to the Nutter Center et? 
-If you have, what facilities have you used there? 
-What attractions would you like to see a the Nutter Center? 
-In what parking lot do you usually park? 
-Have you had any problems with the shuttle bus service? 
-If yes, what problems have you had? 
-If you have a "B" parking permit, have you had any problems with 
the availability of "B" parking spaces? 
/ , .. , ,"1.-, .r.• ' I 11 i. IV I ) • & • ' • l 
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Baby Flamehead burns at Canal Street Tavern 
Baby Flamehead 
You expect bands with odd 
names to be a bit unusual; 
Baby Flamehead i no excep-
tion . 
"There we were," Chris 
Unrath (guitar) said, talking to 
me from an open phone booth 
at a New Jersey rest stop. 
Three of the band members, 
Eden Daniels (vocals and 
Toys), Andy Bresnan (farkash 
bass, background vocals and 
keyboards) and Unrath, were 
living together, when one day 
Bresnan indirectly created the 
band. 
"He got this really strange 
bass instrument," Unrath said, 
"and that was the genesis of 
the band." Unrath, Daniels 
and Bresnan decided that the 
instrument needed a musical 
debut, and formed Baby 
Flamehead around it. The 
quartet was completed with 
the help of Dean Sabatino 
(drums and percussion), from 
the Dead Milkmen. However, 
when Baby Flarnehead began 
to tour, Sabatino returned to 
the Milkmen and was replaced 
by James Fro t (drums, 
occasional guitar and vocals). 
"We ju t got together, and 
got a gig. Then we got a few 
more gigs. It was a pretty 
exciting beginning." Unrath 
said, "This just shows that 
with a lot of hard work, 
anyone can make it to a rest 
stop in New Jersey." 
The strange bass, referred 
to both as a farkash bass and 
as a burda, is an old instru-
ment; the last ones were made 
in the 20s. "We got the thing 
in a thrift store." Unrath 
added. The f arkash bass, 
however, is not the only 
unusual instrument used by 
Baby Flamehead. Several of 
their songs also feature a slide 
whistle or a toy piano. 
Between their instruments 
and their song titles, ("Lettuce 
of a Little Mind" and "Supple 
Turtles Worry About Milk" to 
name a few) you might 
assume that Flamehead music 
sounds unusual, bizarre, and a 
little bit off. Well, it does 
have a very distinctive sound, 
but Flamehead music is 
actually a soft, acoustic folk-
derivative. Their songs are 
sometimes hypnotic, some-
times energetic (in a drunken 
sort of way) and sometimes 
even popish, but it is always 
enjoyable. 
Baby Flamehead is now on 
their second tour, the first 
bringing them as close as 
Cleveland. Unrath said that the 
first was enjoyable, especially 
the time they spent touring 
with Poidog Pondering. "We 
got to share a lot of their free 
booze and food," Unrath 
commented, "weather they 
knew it or not." 
The second Flamehead tour 
will bring them to Canal 
Street Tavern on October 17. 
Mark Chestnutt, country music's revival 
Country music is in a 
state of upheaval these days, 
with stars of the old guard 
lite George Jones and Conway 
Twitty still turning out hits 
despite the relative simplicity 
and age of their sound. 
Meanwhile, newer artists have 
rewritten the book of music, 
giving country a shot of 
vitality that it desperately 
needed. Now, after this 
revolution of sorts, Mark 
Chesnutt calls for country 
music revival in bis debut 
album "Too Cold At Home." 
There is something 
different about thi album that 
doesn ' t become c mpletely 
evident after the first listening. 
There is of course the usual 
drinkin', fightin'. cheatin' 
~usjc , and than~ing tb~ rd 
•n the liner notes, but through 
it all, Chesnutt plows through 
the ten selections like a 
veteran. And while his voice 
isn't as distinctive or immedi-
ately recognizable as Randy 
Travis's, Chesnutt's drawling 
baritone is full of heart and 
feeling. 
The title track, ironi-
cally, is nowhere near the best 
song on the album, although it 
seems to be doing well on the 
charts and is Chesnutt's 
personal favorite. It's a 
dreadfully twangy throwback 
to the original country sound, 
with such annoying lyrics as 
" ... too hot for fishing, too hot 
for golf and too cold at 
home." 
The tempo and mood 
pick up after the first cut, and 
both increase dramatically 
after each successive song. 
"Brother Jukebox" is a good 
tune, as is "Blame It On 
Texas," a typical "Ramblin' 
Man" kind of song where 
Chesnutt avoids responsibility 
for his actions by throwing it 
on his upbringing. A native of 
Beaumont Texas, Chesnutt 
seems to have done a lot of 
travelling, since most of the 
people I know in Beaumont 
prefer Bon Jovi. 
The first ballad on the 
album is also the best, and 
one of the finest songs on the 
whole album. "Your Love is a 
Miracle" shrugs off the vision 
of the the roving scoundrel 
with Chesnutt' s heartfelt 
appreciation for the love of a 
woman. "YOW'.' Love is a 
Miracle" is the first of a trio 
of songs that seem to form a 
mini-saga within the album. 
"Broken Promise Land," 
the second part of the story, 
details the cheating life of a 
aee '"Chestnut" on page16 Mark Chestnutt 
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than four million finns in 1987 - the · sapp~. 
most recent year fCI' which statistics 
:,:~:!1:riroThe :~ ;r,:~ Potato earring respect 
The potato - Idabo•s No. 1 cash 
crop - is earning international respect 
CCopyright 1990, USA TODAY/ Mixed company 
Apple College Information Network jewl ry 
I n fCI' its contribution in alleviating 
wcrld hunger. Spud specialists ended 
a twe>-day seminar at the Smithsonian 
Institution on Tuesday. Spud facts: 
first domesticated 5 ,000 years ago by 
South American Indians on the high 
Andean plain; not embrace.d by all 
Europeans becau it was not men-
tioned in The Bible. 
More woman-owned 
businesses 
Women are making strides in 
business.Women-owned firms grew 
58 percent between 1982 and 1987, 
reports the Census Bureau. Overall, 
U.S. women owned lightly more 
Jewelry designers are mixing up 
their designs: gold is being paired 
with silver, diamonds with rubies 
and rubies with sapphires. Robert 
Bartholomew, New Y ~features a 
14-karat-gold bracelet with diamond 
chips, rubi and sapphire and pearl 
and gold earrings with rubi and Hood-looking style in 
the '90s 
Street style is popular once again 
in the fonn of hoods, reports Glam-
our. A hooded sweatshirt under a 
denim jacket - copied from bicycle 
messengers- is just one of the hooded 
styles coming back. Clothing from 
work suits to body suits will sport 
hoods this ~n. 
Environmental tees 
nationwide 
Environmental T-shirts and 
sweatshirts are being worn across the 
nation that drive a point home. A few 
popular ca : clean air and water in 
Pennsylvania; "Save the Bay" in 
Rhode Island. In Aorida, "Save the 
Reef" shirts are gaining supporters. 
Good-bye to black 
Margaret Walch, ~iate di-
rector of The Cola Association of 
the U.S., says people are tired of 
black and will teer away from it in 
the '90s. Wal h predicts natural hues 
- sky blues, vegetation greens and 
yellows, soil tones and rain forest 
colors - will spotlighted in the 
ecological age of the 1990s. Neon 
will not have a lace inf hion, say 
WaJch. 
MovelO years ahead of the class. 
( 0. 0821-~:~~i) ·n·T 
v 







After spending 50 day in San 
Seb tian, Spain, Kim Jackson 
found returning to the United Stat.es 
a bit troubl m . 
"When I came back, I wa only 
horn for four day fo g ing to 
Myrtl B h on v tion." Kim 
said, "IL w n 't if I w really 
horn ." 
IL w n t until sh returned Kim ??? 
home permanently, that Kim real-
ized how Spanish she had become. variety of countrie , giving her a 
"It was hard." she sai~ com- variety of viewpoints. She learned a 
rnenting that she often felt rushed. lot about the whole world. 
People in Spain are generally not The experience also gave her a 
concerned if they are late. Also, she greater respect for the United States. 
found that Spanish people were She said that seeing another country 
more likely to go out of their way to and talking to international students 
help her. really made her appreciate the U.S. 
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The Data Processing Management Student Chap-
ter of WSU is an organization designed to help 
students develop a better understanding of the 
nature and functions of data processing. Its pur-
pose is to foster among students an understanding 
of the business role of data processing and the 
proper relationship of data processing to manage-
ment. DPMA also empha izes the necessity for a 
professional attitude among data processors in 
their approach to an understanding and applica-
tion of the principals of data processing. DPMA 
also promotes leadership within the data process-
ing community and foster the personal develop-
ment of its members. 
Data Processing Management Association 
For more information about this club call 
The Inter-Club Council at 873-2162. 
"I think the biggest problem is "Before I left, I was not so big on the t h • ? 
capitalism." Kim said, comparing U.S."Sheadded,claimingshehada The Beatles. . . toge er aga1 n . 
the U.S. to the socialist system in somewhat negative attitude, "When 
Spain. "Our country would be much I got there, I even def ended the 
more beautiful withoutadvertising." CIA." Edna Gundersen 
Kim continued, saying that Kim also recommends that every OCopyright 1990, USA TODAY I birthday, Capitol issued the 
Spain has become more democratic student travel abroad. Apple College Information four -CD "Lennon;" 73 songs, 
and capitalistic since Franco died. "Not only would I encourage Network 61 written or co-written by 
"You talk to the Spanish people, people, I am going to talk to all the 
some of them are glad, but there is Spanish classes." She said, "This i 
also a bad side. There is more crime the perfect time to go. You are 
now." young and hopefully you don't have 
Another problem that Kim faced children." 
w Engli h. She had little trouble Kim' trip was organized by a 
with the language itself, but little college consortium operating out of 
things caused trouble. Just the other the University of Nevada- Reno. 
day, she answered the phone in The consortium is mostly made of 
Spanish. Western school , but does include 
In spite of the difficulty in return- the University oflowa. Wright State 
ing home, Kim described her trip ~ is not a part of the consortium, but 
"a really positive experience." She Kirn 's professor, Dr David A. Petre-
traveled with other tudents from a man, helped get her involved. 
The Beatles seldom crossed 
paths after disbanding two 
decade ago, but thi month 
they ' ll converge in record 
tore . 
Paul McCartney and John 
Lennon toiled on solo LPs just 
as Ringo Starr released "Beau-
coups of Blues." History 
repeats its elf 20 years later: 
- Tuesday, which would 
have been Lennon's 50th 
Lennon. 
- McCartney released a 
live version of "Birthday" Mon-
day, in Lennon ' honor. It' the 
fir t single from "Tripping the 
Live Fant tic" (Capitol), 37 
ongs recorded during his 
recent world tour. The two-CD 
or cassette-three-LP set was 
released Nov. 6. 
- Starr's tour album, 
"Ringo and his All-Starr Band" 
(Rykodisc), out Oct. 12, 
includes 12 tracks recorded 
during l 989's acclaimed tour 
with celebrity sidemen includ-
ing Joe Walsh and Dr. John. 
First single,"ll Don't Come 
Easy," will be released Oct. 15. 
- Harri on's all- tar band, 
the Traveling Wilburys (with 
Bob Dylan, Tom Petty and Jeff 
Lynne), returns Oct. 30 with its 
second album, mysteriously 
titled "Vol. 3." The single 
"She's My Baby" is due (when 
else?) on Lennon's birthday. 
(Edna Gundersen writes for 
USA TODAY.) 
I • 
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Do you think WSU should install 
ondom dispensers in the restrooms? 
1. Get them at the store 










Because It Is 
1rraslng to go Into a 




"Condom dispensers In the 
restrooms? No. 
John 0. Youker 
Junior 
Biology 
"Yes, this way safe sex wlll 




"Yes. Because It would give 
students the chance to 






Fun does not need to 
include alcohol. 
That is the message of 
RAST A (Responsible Attitudes 
for Students Towards Alco-
hol), a week long, alcohol 
awareness campaign. From 
October 15 to 19, RAAP 
Team (the Raider Alcohol/ 
Sub tance Abu Awar n 
Pro ram), the Nati nal Colle-
giate Alcoh l A war n 
We k, Student D v lopm nt, 
UCB and other will pon or 
a variety of activiti s and 
presentation to encourage 
alcohol free enjoyment. 
"We are trying to get the 
message out to students about 
the responsible use of Alco-
hol" said Deat Lacour, 
student coordinator of RAAP. 
Besides the expected presenta-
tions and information tables, 
RAAP has planned several 
alcohol-free, fun activities: a 
poster competition, a non-
alcoholic happy hour, screen-
ings of "Clean and Sober" and 
"The Days of Wine and 
Ro es" and a dance featuring 
a reggae band. "We're having 
an event where student can 
relax and have fun without 
the need for alcohol," LaCour 
add d. 
B id R TA, th RAAP 
Team al o organiz y ar-
r und le h l war ne . 
RAAP run th at both 
October Daz and May Daze, 
giving out free drinks (either 
cider or mocktails). They also 
have an information and refer-
ral hotline staffed by students. 
"We Listen," Katie Deed-
rick said when askec! abvut 
the hotline, quickly adding 
that the students were not 
counselors. While they would 
be willing to talk, the hotline 
see .. Alcohol" on page 16 
Campus Paperback Bestsellers 
1. Presumed Innocent. by Scoa Turow amer. $4 95 ) 
A shocking la ol belrayaJ and murder 
2. Clea.rand Present o.nger, by Tom Clancy 
(Berlcley. SS 951 C I A s battle against Colomblan drug can ts 
3. The Joy Luck Club, by Amy Tan (Ivy. $5 95 ) Destinies of 
Ch4nese mmtgrant women and the1r Chlnese-Amencan daug rs 
4. All I Really Need to Know IL med In Klndergarten, by Roben 
Fulghum (Ivy $5 95 ) Uncommon 1tlooghts on common 1ngs 
5. Weirdos from Another P net!, by Bill Wa 
(Andrews & McMeel, $7 95 ) More Calvin & Hobbes cartoons 
6. The Piiiars of
0
the Earth, by Keo Follett. (NAL Signet, $5 95 ) 
lntngu1ng events surround the building of a cathedral 
7. The Russia Hou , by John le Garrll (Bantam. $5 95 l 
The dangerous world of spies and counterspies 
8. A Brief History of Tlme, by Stephen W Hawking 
(Bantam, $9 95.) Theory on the ong1ns ol the cosmos 
9. I Went to College and It was Oby, by Jim 
(Pip Press. $5 95.) CollectJon ol popular campus comic stnp 
10. so Simple Things you can do to Slve the Earth, by the Earth · 
works Group (Eal'1hwc>O<s Press, $4 .95.) SaVf09 the enwonment 
New & Recommended 
A--dC....--Urw~-RI 
Susan B. Anthony, by Ka!hleen Barry. (BallantJne, $12.95.) 
The life and times of the woman who became the most influential 
leader ol the 191h-century women's movement 
Hopes and Impediments, by Chinua Achebe. (Anchor, $9.95.) 
Selected essays from Achebe's writing and ledures revealing the 
impediments lha1 stiH s1and in the way ol open dialogue between 
blacks and whiles. 
The End of Nature, by Biff McK'lbben. (Anctlor. $9 95.) 
An eloquent argument for the necessity ol a fundamental ph11osoph1Cal 
shift in the ~ we relate lo nature. 
Places to Be 
& 
Things To See 
Thursday,October11 
"Fifth of Juty• 
University Theatre 
through October 21 
"TrE>mors" 
The Rat at noon 
W.S.U. Chamber Orchestra 
concert 




"Pump Up the Volume" 
Little Art Theatre 
through October 13 
Friday, October 12 
"The Knack .and how to get rt" 
Wright State Ctnema 
116 Health Science Building 
through October 14 
American Business Women's 
Association Strut 
Miller Valentine Wright 
Executive Office Park 
The Dells, Will Heart and the 
Delfonics, 
Harold Melvin and the Blue 
Notes, 
and the Chi-Lites. 
The Front Row Theatre 
Star 107.7 Classic Cruise-In 
Grand Finale 
Airway Shopping Center 
Saturday, October 13 
National Sports Cars Club Road 
Rally 
Rhodeway Inn North, Poe 
Avenue 
Regestration starts at 3:30 
The Cartoon World of Bob 
Clampett 
program 1 
Wexner FilmNideo Theater 
Trip to Wilberforce -Afro 
American Museum 
Black Student Union 
97X tra Beats 
Bogart's 
"Duck Tales The Movie, 
Treasure of the Lost Lamp· 
the Little Art Theatre 




The Old Church, Westerville 
Maze, featuring Frankie Beverly 
The Front Row Theatre 




The Little Art Theatre 
through October 16 
Tuesday October 16 
"Born on the Fourth of July• 
The Rat, at 3:00 
Midori, teenage violin prodigy 
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Photoe by tony Cl.-tarietlo, n,. GUllld•n 
(Left) October Daze means 
fun. The Daze took place last 
Friday, and finally tt didn't 
rain! 
(Below) Brats and Mets and 
beer, oh my! 
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____________ SR Orts 
Raiders avoid two game losing streak 
Thank to some head -up play 
by Wright State juni r Joanne 
Paxton, the Lady Raid av ided 
a tw -game I ing treak by 
d ~ ting th Tul Lady Id n 
Hurrican 2-1, aturday l 
Wright State. 
After the week' lion, the 
Raider record stand at 7-4. 
On Saturday, Tulsa held a 1--0 
lead going into the second half of 
play on an unassisted goal from 
Shari Rozmus. 
Paxton, a Cincinnati/ Amelia 
grad, took control in the second 
half and turned the momentum to 
Wright State's favor. With the 
help of freshman Kathie Peterson, 
Paxton knocked in two head shots 
off free kicks giving the Raiders a 
win over the ISAA Central 
Region's eighth-ranked squad. 
"We haven't been executing 
lately," said Wright State coach 
Hylton Daye . "It was about time 
for u to tart executing and we 
did. We worked on ur kick in 
practice and Kathie has a tr ng, 
a urate kick. B th of our play 
wcr d i n d and h (P tcr n) 
w abl to g t it in the x. 
Paxt n r d her~ urth and 
fifth goaJ f the n to ti 
fre hman Mary Beth Lengefcld 
for the team lead in goal . Peter-
son was awarded her first two col-
legiate assists for the free kicks. 
Peterson, a graduate of Burke, 
VA, received player of the week 
honors for her performance. 
Even though they pulled out 
the win, Dayes doesn't feel his 
team is 100 percent 
"We are still not as composed 
as we should be. But the overall 
effort was great," said Dayes. "I 
thought we had a good, overall 
comeback effort." 
The win did boost the confi-
Kathie Peterson 
dence of the Lady Raiders, 
something they will need in the 
near future. 
Two nationally-ranked teams 
await the Raiders. Radford i 
ranked in the top 25, and North 
Carolina is among the top five 
teams in the nation. 
"When you beat a team like 
Tulsa, you believe in your abiliti 
a little more," Day said. "The 
gam this weekend will be a 
howca for cer. People 
hould c m out and cheer for th 
Raid r ." 
Wright 
win. 
The Raiders attempted a 
comeback as freshman Melissa 
Jones blasted a goal into the 
Bearcats' net with 25 minutes 
remaining, advancing the Raiders 
to within one. Senior Chris 
Hawker was credited with the 
assist on the goal, her third of the 
season. 
In the second half, the Raiders 
outshot the Bearcats 8-2, but 
failed to connect on the shots. For 
the game, both team launched 12 
shots on goal. 
"At Cincinnati we tarted out 
low, and as a re ult we had to 
play catch-up," aid Day . "We 
really pr ured th m in the 
d half, but came out on the 
h rt nd." 
De ite th I , Day w 
m thing po itive in th d f l. 
"After th I to Cin innati , 
we proved we dido' t lc p ur 
heads down. We committed 
ourselves to win again t Tulsa and 
we got back on the right track." 
Wright State will atttempl to 
stay on track but it won't be easy 
as two of the nations' s top teams 
try to derail them. 
Wright State plays host to 
Radford on Friday, Oct 12. The 
North Carolina Lady Tarheels 
wrap up the three-game homes-
tand by invading Wright State on 
Sunday, Oct. 14. The Lady 
Raiders will travel to Dayton on 
Wednesday Oct. 17, for a battle 
against the local-rival Lady Flyer . 
Men's soccer hits a minor slump 
Cind Horner 
Sports Editor 
It' a mid-season slump that 
the men's soccer team finds 
themselves inking into for the 
moment. 
The Raiders have been 
struggling since their lo s to the 
Dayton Flyers, but they thought 
their 4-0 beating of the Wilming-
ton Quakers last Wednesday 
would put all those bad memories 
to rest. But, it didn't happen as 
their woes continued when they 
made a 10-hour trip to Iowa that 
resulted in a 1-0 loss to Drake and 
left them with a 6-4 record. 
The past week had it pluses 
combined with the minuses. 
"Wilmington was a good 
result for us after the game with 
U.D.," Head Coach Greg Andrulis 
said. "They• re a local team that's 
been a nemesis for us in the past 
We were very hungry that day. If 
we put our noses down, we could 
be a great team." 
Freshman Jeff Clark scored 
two goals, senior Todd Adamitis 
and sophomore Scott Rodgers 
scored the other two. Neil Chan- ~ 
dler had two assists and Brian 
Walter heide and Rob Drake ea h 
h d one. WSU had 11 ho , 5 on 
goal. WSU' defense played near 
perfect allowing Wilmington only 
two shots, one on goal. 
But Wilmington was among 
the pluses. The minuses came in 
Iowa. 
WSU went up again l Drake 
and put together a decent first half, 
but fell apart in the second half. 
"We just didn't play well," 
Andrulis said. "It was the first 
time we were shutout. We just had 
a bad performance all-around. 
"The chemistry is definitely 
not there right now. The potential 
is there, we're just not realizing 
it," Andrulis continued, we're 
missing the little ingredient of 
hunger and determination that it 
takes to be the top team. We need 
senior leadership to tum us 
around. It has to be the older guys 
that come forward and get their act 
together." 
The Raiders have had a tough 
schedule so far, but it certainly 
doesn't become any easier in the 
future. 
'This is the toughest part of 
our schedule, because we play so 
much," Andrulis said. "It's 
tougher because of the physical 
demands. It's a test after every 
loss. We have to see if we can get 
on a roll again." 
The Raiders tried to rebound 
this week when they hosted 
Marshall on Wednesday (stats 
were not available at press time) 
then on Friday they will travel to 
Western Kenttlcky for an 8 p.m. 
nightcap. They will be back home 
again next Tuesday, Oct 16, 
when they host Cleveland State at 
4p.m. 
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Raiders drop their first 
league match 
Nathan Roach 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The season for the women's 
volleyball team has been marked 
by peaks and valleys. 
And right now the Raiders find 
them elve in a huge valley 
consi ting of four traight lo 
On Saturday night, the Nuuer 
Center h wcase.d its first game 
ever when the Wright State Raider 
voll yball team took on the 
North m Illinois Huski in a key 
North Star division game.The 
Wright State Raiders continued 
their four game losing streak when 
they lost to the Northern Illinois 
Huskies in three straight games, 9-
15, 10-15, and 11-15 to bring the 
Raiders' record to 8-9 and 0-1 in 
the division. This game could be a 
preview for a matchup for the 
North Star Championship. 
"I think we will see them again 
(maybe in the championship). I 
hope we will. We match up well 
against them," said Head Coach 
Linda Schoenstedt. 
"We didn't pass well," she 
continued. ''They had an answer 
for everything we did. Our offense 
was too predictable." 
The Huskies looked un-
beatable. No matter what the 
Raid tried, th Hu ·es had an 
an wer. Th Hu ki brought their 
record to 16-6, and 1-0 in th 
divi ion. 
'Th play felt di ppointcd 
with their inten ity," Sch n tedt 
said. "We weren't cooking on all 
burners." 
The Raiders were outsized and 
out-played, but the game was 
closer than the score reflected. The 
Raiders kept up with the Huskies 
in all three games. It seemed that 
the Huskies had a little edge that 
put them on top. That edge could 
be Kori Schauer a 6 '3" freshman 
from Belvidere, 11. No matter 
where the play originated, she 
seemed to be there in the end to 
spike the ball into the beautifully 
laid parque floor in the Nutter 
Center. 
"I have faith in my team," 
Schoenstedt said. ''We had a 
problem with blocking and setting. 
If we don't score on rves we will 
lose." 
Eileen Hughes was a bright 
spot for coach Schoen tedt. 
Hugh led the Raiders with eight 
·11 and 13 dig . 
Micki Harri al tood out in 
the game with eight kill and ten 
dig in th losing effort. 
One of the po ible reasons for 
the Raiders los could be the hard 
time they had adjusting to their 
new home court. How does coach 
Schoenstedt feel about her new 
court? 
"I have mixed emotions," she 
said. "Once it is decorated it will 
look a lot better." 
The Raiders' will travel to 
Cleveland to take on the Cleveland 
State Vikings Friday, Oct. 12, at 
7:30. The Vikings have been 
struggling with injuries and have 
had to shuffle their lineup on a 
regular basis. 
Cross Country team trying to close the gaps 
Cind Horner 
Sports Editor 
The Heidelberg Invitational 
used to be a cupcake race, but 
not anymore. It becomes more 
and more competitive each year. 
Wright State's cross country 
team did well at the meet, but not 
well enough to win it. WSU 
traveled to Heidelberg over the 
weekend to participate in a nine-
team meet. 
The men's team placed 5th 
with 98 points. Malone was the 
invitational' s winner like they 
have more than once this year. 
'The men's team didn't do 
too bad," Coach Mike Baumer 
said. .. Last year they were third. 
We had five guys in the top 30 
last year. There's still a gap there 
though. They are in a position 
that they can improve upon. It's 
not going to be handed to them." 
Tim Best was WSU's top 
finisher on the men's side 
coming in 4th with a timt> of 
27: 16, Mau Pennucci is slowly 
closing in on Best. Pennucci 
finished in 6th with a time of 
27:23. 
"There were some overall 
good efforts," Baumer said. "Tim 
went out hard, but he needs to 
focus on what he's there for in 
the latter part of race. Pennucci 
ran a good solid race." 
All the o e runners were 
back a little fu her: Paul 
Cackovich had a time of 28:36, 
Jamie Schramm 28:44 and Kyle 
Goldsberry 29:02, Jim Salyer 
29:42 and Jeff Smith 29:43. 
"The men's team has been 
sick (ill) right now," Baumer 
said. "It hasn't been something 
that is over in a few days. It lasts 
two or three weeks. Schramm did 
well after coming back from a 
cold. So did Salyer and Smith. 
They were sick, but they still 
went out and ran to help the 
team." 
The women• s team finished 
4th out of seven teams with 110 
points. 
Angie DiSalvo was WSU's 
top finisher on the women's side, 
finishing 5th with a time of 
20:20. Jane Recker was sick and 
could not finish the race. 
.. I was disappointed for her." 
Tony a.tlriello, n,. Gt.wdan 
Jamie Schramm 
Baumer said ... I was hoping she 
could do the same thing that she 
did last year." 
Julie Gibson placed 10th with 
a time of 21 :00 and Allison 
Teemley was 25th with a time of 
21:52. 
"Teemley really ran an 
aggressive race," Baumer said. 
"She was passing people, she 
was just blowing by people." 
Kris Kirkpatrick finished with 
a time of 22:44 and Jody 
McDonald with a time 24:39. 
"There was more competition 
in this meet this year," Baumer 
said. "The lack of depth we have 
on the team right now is a part of 
it too. The depth just isn't there. 
We didn't run as fast as we 
needed to. There is not enough of 
them in the top ten like there was 
a few years ago." 
Last year Wright State had 
five girls in the top 15. 
This Friday the Raiders will 
travel to Delaware, Oh. to par-
ticipate in the AU-Ohio meet. 
There may be 32 teams there. 
"The All- Oh~~~ will be a true 
test to see where we stack up in 
Ohio," Baumer said. "I always 
Angle DISalvo 
look forward to the All-Ohio to 
going up there. There is no one 
team in Ohio that is really domi-
nating. I don't think that there is 
any one team that's going to run 
away with it. They all have one 
or two good runners, not five. I 
think it will be real interesting. It 
is particularly important for ev-
eryone to race and take every 
position possible. Can't afford to 
sit back and wait for things to 
happen." 
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Pashko comes through again 
Nathan Roach 
Assistant Sports Editor 
For the third tournament in a row, 
coach Fred Jefferson had a medali~ 
finishing in first and for the second 
week in a row, the medalist was 
David Pashko. 
Pashko shot a 216 to win the 
~tern Kentucky Colonel Oassic at 
the Arlington Golf Center in Arling-
ton, Ky. 
three hole sudden death. He came 
through with a birdie on the last hole 
to win il 
Frank Lickliter also played well 
shooting a 219, only three shots 
behind the leader Pashko, ending a 
good fall season for the Franklin High 
graduate. 
with a 230. Chris Myers wasn't too 
far off the pace with a 246. 
Wright State as a team finishe.d 
5th out of a 19 team-field to finish up 
their season. The season has been 
marked with consistancy by the 
Raidezs. 
With the arrival of three fresh-
man, the women' tennis team is 
improving by the minute. The 
Raiders are starting all three f resb-
man along with returning tartcrs 
J nni Booth, Traci Hunter, and 
Gin crR pp. 
David P hko 
It was tough for Pashko, who 
had to earn hi medal by way of a 
It was a good tournament for the 
whole team. Louis Smith came in 
third on shooting a 228. Sam Arnold 
w only two ho behind Smith 
In their first match of the season, 
the Raid finished fourth out of 
eighteen teams at the Indianapolis 
Invitational. Then, at the James 
Madison Invitational, the team fin-
. Raide fi t.cd North-
ern entucky n Friday 5-1 at 
T m Ooud Park. 
I WSU' number one spot 
Jennie Booth defeated Julie 
Goodridge of Northern Kentucky 
in two sets 6-1 and 6-1. In the 
num two spot, WSU's Traci 
Hwtter was defeated in two sets 
5-7 and 4-0. 
In the number three spot Kelli 
Price defeated her opponent in 
two ts 6-1 and 6-1. Jennifer 
Keithley also defeated ha oppo-
neo · two sets 6-4 and 6-4. 
In u les competition~ part-
Booth and Beth Starrett de-
feated cir opponents in two sets 
6-2and6-3. 
Rapp and Mea Cashin did the 
winnin 6-0 and 6-4. 
Jennifer Keithley, whoplayed 
in the nwnber seven spot last year, 
has vastly improved and is seeing 
more and more playing time at the 
number ix spot 
"I improved my game by play-
ing & lot over ummer break," 
Keithl y said. 
She has already received 
player-0f-the--week honors fa her 
cffons and 81 the number four 
spot defeated Allison Morrison 
of Northern Kentucky in two sets 
6-4 and 6-4. 
Ginger Rapp is also playing 
well this seum. She deserted her 
usual bacleline game and adopted 
the serve and volley tactic to 
overcome a 5-2 deficit in the first 
set and eventually won the match 
also in two sets 7-6 (7-3) and 6-1 
vs. Sinclair. 
When asked what improve-
ments had been made she repli~ 
"We recruited some strong young 
players who will help a lot." 
The women's tennis team 
has matches remaining in their 
fall season against Akron, Cin-
cinnati, and F.Mtem Michigan. 
Both Keithley and Rapp agree 
strongly that the schedule is much 
tougher than wt SC(OOfl which 
will only help the Raiders in the 
ong run. 
• "PHhko" on page 15 
s FORBIDDEN FORTUNE 
$30,000.00 PER MONTH EVERY MONTH! 
$ 
Dnr Frtt d, 
I dlaJlen t yo 
JQUE" Mo -Mak.Ina t t re th1t 
could chin t your lft f ort"t:r, ind ow you 
how to In nml , .00 per month, 
ev~ month . I G 'ARANTEE IT! t ( .t 
SSO. aJ t) I have laid out thi plan in 
gttat detail in a step by tcp manual that c en 
a child could follow. I know a 67 year old 
woman in Florida who purchased my manual 
and last month she made over S32,<XX>.OO. 
You coui<.i b"C .. 1: ' -; iii;:;n~h ! :'!12:!~ 
S33,2S3 . 7.S just by working 12 hours !>('r 
week. This month I expect to earn o er 
S3S,OOO.OO and take a 3 week v tion in 
Hawaii . This program has nc er been offered 
before and I will not offer it a ain . You 
cannot afford to pass up this opportunity . 
Thi rHotutionary money-making method is 
in demand everywhere, yet few people even 
know it exists . Within 30 day you can be 
enjoying ,000.00 a monrh, nery month . 
Don't F.nvy me Jotn me! 
Irr.a inc, never ain havin to ""orry 
about your f1nanc1 I t tus . Ima ine 
purch in that pccial home for your family 
or drivin a Brand New Mercutc . AJI thi 
and much more arc now po sible for you to 
achieve, with my y to follow Deluxe 
Program . When you order my Deluxe 
Proararn today, I will offer you FRE . 
unlimited, telephone consultation. Included 
in nay manual is my unpublished phone 
number for your ~sonal use. Call anytime 
and I will be happy to help you with any 
questions . 
No, th 11ot Ina lo do wtth Rnl 
F.atate, playln lite Louery or Gamblin . It is 
PERFECTLY LEGAL and docs not require 
a special talent or long hour . It's very 
unusual and uniquely designed for each 
pe-rson that uses it. There is no "face to face" 
scllil'!; or 1.iarge investment required. It's a 
.. Money Making Program" that has a proven 
record and it is extremely profitable. 
l ~O INVESTMENT NECESSARY 
I started my program for under S 15 .00 and 
you can do the same. It's as valid now as it 
was 2 vears ago, In fact, with the trend of the 
Natio1 ·s C'Conomy today, my program is even 
more of a success . 
START FROM THE PRIVACY 
OF YOUR OWN HOME 
put my "Deluu Money-Making 
Program" into operation from my apartment 
2 years ago, while working a full time job. 
Last year I deposited over $62S,OOO.OO into 
my chcci.ing account. My accountant in New 
York has my financial statement in his office 
to prove it. I now own my own home in the 
most prestigious part of town . 
___ H_E_R_E_'~P_R~O_O_F ___ ...,11 I TAKE TH HALLENGE 
K. C. Howton, Tx. Fil~ 1195 I was work in 1 
1ots and just bartly ~tiling b . I be. an us1.-:g 
our program 2 months a o and I now make 
mort monty in I "'onth than I dtd all last 
ar. Thank-you so much for our easy to 
Optratt pro ram . 
M. l. ttrlint. Va. Fil~ 1115 I havt never seen 
a program so easy to Optratt as our . 
&!1eve mt I have sent for numerous so called 
et rich chemes. Nont of them }l.'Orked and 
they just co t me monty. I started our 
program for less than SI0.00 and I now earn 
over SU,()()().00 per month . Thank -you o 
much. 
. . Albany, )'Flit ll7J Thank ou verv 
mu h for a/IO"K'tn me the opportun11 to 
part1c1patt in your "Del e Mone -Makin 
Program. " It has changtd my entire ltfe. I 
dtpo ittd S/8,500.00 in mv ch kin o count 
l t month. -
T.J. tuart, Fl Fil' IJ/8 I was skeptical when 
I heard about your pro1ram. I thought 11 was 
one of thos' 1tt rich quick chemes to con 
~pie. I figurtti "what the h«k. tither I 
make tht monty you say or I ftt my mont.11 
back plus S50.00. Wt/I was I wrong. " To 
think, I almost pa..ssN this opportunity up. I 
now tarn mort money in one month than I 
made all last year. Thank you Ron. 
I DON'T TAKE MY WORD FOR IT l 
Perhaps you have sent for some worthless 
get rich schemes in the past. So many ads 
promise you everything, but in reality you get 
nothing. I guarantee you sucess or I will pay 
you S~0.00 for J st trytn1 my proanm. You 
can't lose . Read what Mark Preston a noted 
author and publisher on home opportunities, 
has to sa~. about my "Deluxe Money-Making 
Program ... 
"Ron, you of/tr an outstanding oppor-
tunity. I don't understand why you don't 
charge more than $18.00 but I do understand 
why you offer !50.00 to anyone .. ·ho tries 
your program. Simply, it .. ·orks as you 
dncribt. I K'holt heartedly recommend your 
Deluxe Money-Mali.Ing Proxram to anyone in 
nttd of large sums of mont)', because its 
profitablt, legitimate and prot·en. " 
-Marlt. Preston 
I am about to off er what no one else can! 
Order my Sc-crct Mone ·Makmg y tern 
Today and if ou arc not ma:~ ing at le t 
S 0,000. following m ystcm , end it back 
for a full refund . PL , I will send you an 
1ddlllo J impl for tryin my 
pro ram . You hive nothlna to low ind 
tvtrythlna to a1ln . Either you make 
SJO, .00 or I pay you 550.00 for just trying 
mv program . upplics are limi:ed . I ill 
honor order only until m u ply h run 
out. If I receive your order after I have run 
our of manucil I will simply return your 
order Wlth my Regret . You Must Order 
Today To En urc Your op Of M Secret 
Moncy-Makmg Pro ram . 
~y ON Y $18.00 DOLLAR ? ) 
Obviously. I could earn much more money 
b off erin m deluxe money·ma!<i.1g 
pro ram at a mu h hi her price . But lam not 
interested in immed1 te hon term profit . I 
hone tly want to help and how elect few 
people this outstandin opportunity. The 
people who m t need thi Deluxe Money· 
Making Pro ram, could not fford it if it was 
too expcn i c. I have priced it o that anyone 
who ilas any eriou interest in becoming a 
financial succe can have the chance. It's all 
up to you! In fact. I will pay you S.S0.00 jusr 
to try my Deluxe Money-Making Program . 
You deserve more for yourself and your 
family . ORD R toda . your atisfaction i 
uarantttd . 
If coupon i mi sing write your name and 
ddrcss on a piece of paper along with $18 .00 
plus $2.00 shipping and handling and send to: 
POC Corpontlon 
nanp Rd. 
Nnr Hanford, NY 13413 
,--------------, 
I 







Dear Ron . 
I'd ~ crazy not 10 try your system . I 
undc:r~land if I don't start making UO.CXX> ~ 
month I can return your Manual for a full 
refund plu\ an additional SS0.00 for just tryina 
your Deluxe: Money-Making Sy\lrm . On that 
ba\is ht're I\ mv Sl8 .00 
I Namr 
f I Add rt\\ 
I City 
I Stale _____ Zip 
I 
I Plca~c inclutlc s:uXl 10 \:llVCr J"'O'la{lt' and I handling or your racka,e . 
L.---------~~99()-_J 
ey Bo! Chris knows 
nd oftball 
John Hill team. Junior high was when I started time. She also sees improvement in 
to play softball in the Lion's Club her own game. Staff 
League." "Compared to last year I'm work-
Bo Jackson may play two sports, Since then Hawker has excelled ing the ball around better," Hawker 
but he isn't the only one who can do in both. Last year she was named the said. "I'm providing better distribu-
lhal. athletic department's athlete-of-the- tion." 
Wright State has th ir own ver- y~forherexcellencein both soccer Being the only senior and one of 
sion of a two rts play r. Sh is a and ftballduring the 1989-90 sea- the co-captains on the team, Hawker 
S'-4" senior from Bellbr k named son h todealwiththeaddedp ureof 
· Hawker. Th award meant a 1 t to her. being on of the lead rs f the team. 
HawlcJ r is n only a f 'That award excited m u "It' a tr n leade hip rol ," 
captain n the worn n' team, I w n't x ting it at all," Haw~ r Hawker 'd. " ing the only 
but a hefty.39 avg. in ft- 'd. "Ther area I of goodathle n, people I up to me. You've 
bill and ta WSU record in oring here. I just go out and do the t that got to be the role model." 
30 runs. N t bad for a shonstop. So I can and the award compliments Soccer coach Hylton Dayes 
bow did Hawker become interested what I did." knows what she means to the team. 
in both spons? Hawker feels that the Raiders' "She's our only senior and she's 
"My mother basically got me soccer team is stronger than last been a co-captain the last few years," 
,"Hawker said." When I was year's 9-8 squa<L even though the Dayessaid. "Asafreshmanwalk-on, 
five years old she coached my soccer level of intensity drops from time to she was amongst our team leaders in 
occer 
Chris Hawker 
scoring. She's still one of our keys to 
the offense." 
Hawker plans on a phys ed. de-
gree and teaching. There's a slight 
po ibility of her playing in adult 
leagues once her eligibility runs out 
Call 873 - 2505 for information on placing a classified 
ATHLETIC TRAINER NEEDS 
MASSAGE SUBJECT 
Flexible schedule. Woman: age 20 up who Is not 
physically self-conscious. Average ht/wt. ratio 
with no frank Injuries. 4-6 weeks >> one hr/week: 
$16 hr. Interview necessary. Call mr. Brett T-F 
10-Noon at 236-7234. H Hts. location. 
_______ __. 





50¢ Tacos and Hot Dogs 
Quarterback Beer 75¢ Draft 
1.00 Jumbo Margarita's 
Weds. • Free Wings 3·6, 9-Close 
$1.00 Off All Apatizers 
11·Close 
I 2794 Col. Glenn Hwy.I 
YOU MUST BE 21 TO ENTER LOUNGE 
- .. .. ---- ----
FORGD 
OAT BUN 
Take a pair of Macroblade8 608 in-line skates for a fast 
workout. It's a great way to get in shape, or stay in 
shape - and have fun t1R, 
while you're doing it. - Rollerblade 
TOM DAVIS 8 e 
3817 Wilmington Ave. 513-294-2875 
Ketterl ng, Oh 45429 
---------------------
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ished 2ndoutof16teams, withLick-
liter finishing first with a 150 in 
thirty-six holes, and Pashko in a close 
second with a score of 151. 
Next it was on to the Northern 
Intercollegiate where Pashko fin-
ished first by shooting a 208 winning 
in sudden death. The team finished 
seventh shooting an 873. 
Then last weekend the team fin-
ished 5th out of 19 teams shooting 
with a score of 893. 
The duo of Pashko and Lickliter 
was awesome in the three matches 
that they played. Lickliter won one, 
finished a deceiving 15th in the sec-
ond, and was only three hots behind 
leader Pashko in the thu 
Pashko stole the show finishing 
oneshotbehindLickli c n theJames 
Madison Invitational, then won his 
last two tournaments, setting a school 
record for a 54 hole match, shooting 
a 208 at the Eastern Kentucky Colo-
nel Classic. 
The fall season is over, but one 
1 
thing is for sure, coach Jefferson 
won't let the team lose their form. 
1 Jefferson said that as long as there is 
no snow on the ground, the team will 
be playing. 
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Chestnut Alcohol 
condnued from pmge 7 
man, who finds that his lover 
is just as unfaithful. "Too 
Good a Memory," the final 
thread of the story, finds 
Chesnutt in a good relation-
ship at last, one that he won't 
gamble with by cheating, 
because he has "too good a 
memory" of what it is to be 
lonely and miserable. 
Breaking away from his 
story within an album, Ch-
esnutt grasps the bottle of 
booze with both hands in 
.. Friend In Low Places," his 
view of etas di tinction. 
0 Lucky Man," avoid the 
drinking nd cheating with a 
po itive outlook and upbeat 
50Wld. This ong is Chesnutt' s 
hope for a second single. 
While there arc some 
moments where "Too Cold At 
Home" breaks away from tra-
ditional country, Chesnutt 
really docsn 't forge any new 
ground on his debuL He seems 
comfortable in the country 
environment that he grew up 
with, and it is when he avoids 
setting trends or striking 
unexplored territory that he is 
at his best. In a field where 
the catchword seems to be 
.. change," Mark Chesnutt does 
wd l by doing nothing special. 
condnued from page 10 
staff primarily answers ques-
tions and refers people to 
appropriate counselors. Deed-
rick added that the hotline 
was not just for people suffer-
ing from substance abuse, but 
could also help people deal 
with a substance abusing 
friend or relative. It is even 
available for people who just 
need support on campus. 
The RAAP Team under-
tand that adju ting to 
college life can be difficult, 
and they wi h to ma.kc it a 
easy as po sible. "Studie 
have shown that student 
helping students is best," 
Katie Deedrick added. 
The RAAP Team has been 
successful during their four 
years at Wright State. They 
were even asked to testify 
before the National Commis-
sion on Drug Free Schools. 
RAAP, however, wants more 
volunteers for their hotline. 
Anyone interested in RAAP 
or RAST A should contact 
either Deat Lacour or Katie 




FOR ONLY $3.95 
i{ (ij r Includes Soup, Egg Roll, & Fried Rice DINNERS FROM $5.45 - $14.95 
FREE BIRTHDAY CAKE WI DINNER 
Hours: 
Sun. - Thuu. 11:30 - 10:00 
Fri. &c Sat. 11:30 - 11:00 
NEW ESTABLISHMENT (513) 298-9979 
tt19 E. DO~OTHY UNE 
KETTE.RING,OH042t 
Crusade 
continued from pmge 2 
twenty years, we're (the U.S.) on 
the brink of war. Because of the 
threat from Saddam Hussein, 
Israel will issue gas masks to its 
general population next week. 
What hope is there? People want 
to know! 0 
John Wesley White, is an 
associate Evangelist in the Billy 
Graham Evangelistic association; 
which has long been the defini-
tive model of para-church 
integrity. Dr. White i one of the 
special team of men selected by 
Dr. Billy Graham to a i t him in 
the wor of worldwide evan el-
i m. The hand picked evang l-
ists a i t Dr. Graham in hi 
major crusades around the world. 
Along with respon ibilities in the 
crusade office, they address the 
School of Evangelism, speak in 
universities, civic clubs, profes-
sional sport team chapels, 
churches and prisons during the 
crusade period. 
During the same interview 
with Graham, Dr. White said, 
"This is a time of bad news in 
the world, we're here to recruit 
Christians to be reachers of lost 
people .... We bring the message 
of new hope." 
In addition to these featured 
speakers, the crusade boasts of 
several guests. Included in the 
list of special guests was former 
Miss America, Kellye Cash. 
During her testimonial Sunday 
night, Ms. Cash said, "Winning 
Miss America wasn't the most 
important thing that has ever 
happened to me ... giving my life 
to Jesus Christ at the age of 
seven was by far was the single 
most important thing that I have 
ever done!" 
Monday evening, Stan 
Barrett, land speed record 
hold r, and stunt man said 
"Breaking the sound barrier on a 
dry lake bed wasn't the bigge t 
thrill of my life .. .letting Jesus 
Chri t tak control of my life 
really mean more to me than 
anything el . 
Rick Stanley, the L Jr 
brother and former body guard 
of Elvis Presley, said during his 
testimony, "Being Elvis Presly's 
step-brother (he and two other 
brothers were adopted by Elvis's 
father, Vernon) didn't prevent 
me from the problems of life, my 
life was in a mess just like 
anyone else's!" Stanley spoke to 
4,533 Miami Valley youth 
Thursday and Friday evening. 
The crusade concluded on 
Sunday afternoon when Dr. 
White brought the timely mes-
sage: The coming Terminal war 
in the Middle East. The Miami 
Valley Crusade for Christ was 
free and open to the public. 
plasma alliance •Plasma donation is easy, safe, and life-giving. •Totally computerized and state-of-the-art. 
•The plasma you donate will be used to make 
products to treat hemophilia. 165 E. Helena St. 







continued from page 2 
tion by the Cleveland Plai11 
Dealu revealed that many of 
the signatures were not valid. 
Senator Hobson' s office 
said cities which have legal-
ized gambling have an accom-
panying increase in crime. 
According to Senator Hob-
son' s spokesperson, casinos 
have a negative effect on 
small bu iness. The office 
tated that if the issue passess 
it will encourage legalized 
gambling in other area . 
The poke m n for Hobson 
aid the ea ie t way to def cat 
the bill i not to vote for it. 
Senator Hob on' office 
recommended a gras roots 
movement from churches and 
other groups to organize 
against this bill. 
DON 
continued from ~ge 3 
DDN, said that DN1 ha~ the 
best benefit package of any 
paper around with competitive 
wages for its staff . 
Both Tillson and Jennings 
said that the newspaper has 
made contracts with ten other 
unions at DN1 during the 
course of their talk with the 
Guild. 
Tillson and Jennings also 
aid that management and the 
Guild have been meeting on a 
weekly basis since Jan. 1989. 
Representing management at 
these talks is Paula Grogan, 
the business manager for DNI. 
There is no mediator at 
these talks. 
The day after the Guild's 
informational picket, DDN ran 
an Associated Press story on 
the picket. Jennings said an 
AP story was printed in order 
to ensure an impartial view 
was presented. But, said 
Jennings, "We're not so much 
concerned with what the Guild 
would write." 
Robert Brune, president of 
DDN , would not comment. 
The Halt Anti Labor Tactics 
(HALT) committee, co-chaired 
by Gary Paxton, president of 
the AFL-CIO Regional Coun-
cil, and Wes Wells, executive 
director of the regional coun-
cil, is coordinating plans to 
implement subscription boy-
cotts and advertiser boycotts . 
. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. ... - .. .. 
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lassified Advertising_ 
tlJRSING STUDENTS -Earn extra money 
•Nurse Aides or Home Health Aides. 
lmmedial Work in Montgomery, Clark, 
Greene, Miami, Logan. Dcme. and 
Champaigncoonties. Vts~s and shifts. 
Passport visits too. Medical Personnel 
Pool 223-3131 or 845-2233. 
tEED RESPONSIBLE PERSON to assist 
her ith a 9 ye old 
r.otcawoo granddaug er for 2 hours a 
day: 1 hour a.m., 1 hour p.m. Pay 
•ialed alter intM'iew. Future needs 
anticipated. Call Clay Hadickat 253-5151 
after 6pm. 
LOOKING FOR CREATIVE PEOPLE 
to design insignia for SocK>k>gy Dept. For 
more ilformation ask for Megan at 873-
2r/27. 
FOR SALE - Concept II Rowing Machine. 
Bk;yde WheU Flywheel. Digital readout. 
$350.00 294-2875. 
u Dr u with all accessories except 
shoukier boards. Like new! Jack t - 42 
Reg. P nta -35/30. $110.00. Tr nchcoat 
with z~ out liner 42 Reg. $30.00 . 
376-4884. 
I \2JGENERAL 
WELCOME NEW DEL TA ZETA 
PLEDGES!! We're so happy to have yoo 
as oor sisters. -The Sisters Of delta Zeta. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS • Ched< 
your school mailbox for k>r details about the 
"Pumpkil Party" being planned for you. Be 
---------- sure to marl< the date on your calendar 
1~ STANLEY H. KAPIAN Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances 
CALL 293-1725 
FOR COURSE INFORMATION 
SPRING BREAKJCHRISTMAS BREAK 
TOURS • lndividualSOf student 
organization needed to promote our SkV 
Sun Tours. EARN MONEY and FREE 
TRIPS to Cancun, Daytona, Vermont, 
Montreal. CALL HI-LIFE 1-800-263-5604. 
STUDY ABROAD in Australia. lnfoonation 
on semester.summer, January term, and 
Internship programs. All run for under 
$6000. Call Curtin University's North 
American Office at 1-800-878-3696. 
WANTED • Enthusiastic Widividual or 
organization to promote Spring Break 
destination for 1991 . Earn commissions, 
free trips and valuable work experience. 
Apply nowlll Cal Student Travel Service at 
1-800-265-1799 
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM 
$1000 In just one w k. Earn~ to $1000 
for yoor campus organization. Plus a 
chance at $5000 morel This program 
works! No investment needed. Call 1-800-
932-0528 Ext. SO. 
SPRING BREAK 1991- Individual or 
organization needed to promote Spring 
Break Trip period. Earn money, free trips 
and valuable work experience. Call Now! 
Inter Campus Programs: 1-800-327-6031 . 
TYPING - "Flying Fingers" TypWig Service 
would love to help you with your typing 
needs. Over "15" years experience. Just 
·s· minutes from campus. NO JOB TOO 
BIG. Services ilclude Harvard Graphics, 
LOTUS 123 Banners, and Certificates - al 
with letter quality printing. Call SHELLE 
today @ 426-5500. 
TYPING- $2.00 per double spaced page. 
Letter quality plus spelling check (your 
typing, my printing)-. $1 .00 per page. 
Papers, resumes, miaocassette 
transcription. Call Eaoon at 256-1830. 
AARDVARK WOAD PROCESSING 
SERVICES. "We varl< aard for yoo." 
CARE FREE TYPING SERVICE· Essays, 
resumes, theses, Christmas newsletters, 
graphics and morel 20% off first visit! 
Close to WSU. Call Holly at 253-CARE. 
NEED TUTOR IN sn 360, cs 340, c & 
ADA, cs 466. Contact AL Mailbox F 506. 
POSTER SALE, 18th· 19th in the Upper 
Hearth Loonge. Adorn your Apartments 
and Dress your Dorms with these icons of 
pop culture. SponSOfed by UCB. 
Just imagine ... your sitting in front of the 
T.V. when oot of nowhere a giant 
wormwith teeth appears .... TREMORSI 
starring Kevin Bacon. In the Rat, Tues. 
3pm, Wed. Spm, Thurs. Noon. Next week 
BORN ON THE FOURTH OF JULY. A 
UCB event. 
THE ILLUSIONS OF STUART AND 
LORI! 
Celebrate Halloween with ... cremation? 
Mon, Od 29 at 8pm n the UC Cafeteria. 
Also, free magic workshop in the cafeteria 
at Spm. Al sponsored by UCB. 
WRIGHT STATE CINEMA (UCB) 
presents THE KNACK .. . AND HOW TO 
GET IT. Hilarious and oddball British 
humor from director Richard Lester (A 
---------- Hard Days Night) . 9pm Friday and 
WORD PROCESSING, DESK TOP 
PUBLISHING - Reports, documents - any 
size, newsletters, presentations - typed to 
your specifications. Professional, laser 
quality. Reasonable rates. Call Netta at 
237-0751 . 
Saturday in 116 Health Sciences 
WRIGHT STA TE CINEMA (UCB) 
presents 8 1/2. The best film ever 
made about what it means to be an 
artist. Fellini's masterpiece. ?pm 
---------- Sunday in 116 Health Sciences 
Apartment For Rent? 
Try placing a classified 
ad. Call 873-2505 for 
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HEADLINES FROM OC OBER 14, 1970 
OFF BALANCE 
- The Guardian Halloween Edifion 
~- -
Money for College 
Over 3 Million Students Will Qualify 
For College Grants & Scholarships 
• Learn the quickest &. ~iest ways }QU can 
win ooth scholarshi~ and financial aid awards. 
• Learn how to improve your chances for a 
Pell Grant 
• Learn how to increase the amount of your 
Guaranteed Student Loan. 
• Learn how much money you are eligible to receive 
so }Qu can choo;e the schools that best suit your 
bue financial need 
For more information and a FREE copy of 
10 Ways To Stretch Your 
Scholarship Chances! 
fill out and mail the attatched coupon or 
call 1-800-475-2288 TODAY! ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -, 
Send for FREE information 
1 Name - -----------
1 Address - ------ ----
1 City - -- tate __ Zip-----
Phone ( __ ) -~=---­
~~:::=A. r.o w 
••••-1v~ 
ail Coupon To: •i'J:=ENTERPRISES 
1 175 E. ALEX-BELL, SUITE.220-127 
· - - - - - - - - CENTERVILLE. HIO 
com in soon 
418 E. Fifth St. 
Dayton.Ohio 45402 
In The 
HJstorlcal Oregon District 
Phone: 223-2470 
C>P~~ 
MON. - FRI. 
4PM t:o 2:30 AM 
SATURDAY 
7PM- 2:30AM 
. - -~- -·- - - - " 
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You asked for a computer 
price that wouldn't turn 
your pockets inside out. 
We heard you loud and clear. 
And if you buy before ember 31, 1990 you'll 
armng 
vn air. 
m p 1 ad d with a y- -u ft-
ware in luding Mi ro oft ind ow Tw 3.0. Ju t turn n 
th P /2 to ta kle your papers, lab report , graphi 
and hart . 
Al o availabl ar pecial pri e on I BM and 
H wl tt-Packard prin rs. 
re iv a TWA Certifi ate entitling you to a round-
trip tick t for $149** /$249.** Plu a fr 
TWA G taway tud nt i u nt ard appli-
ati n. You'll al o g t a great 1 w pri 
on th PRODIGY rvi e. 
Ch ck out the IBM PS/2. With our 
student price, you'll be able to keep a 
hand on your budget and a hold on 
your pock t. 
Let TWA fly you to your Spring Break destination! For details come to 
IBM Fun Day on November 9th in the TV Center building basement (that's 
accessible from the basement of the library). Plus, if you purchase your 
PS/2 at the Fun Day, you'll get a free Bonus Pack filled with everything 
you need to start computing and look good doing it! 
For details, call 873-3385 or stop by 152A Rike Hall! 
----· --- - -- - -- - ---- - - --------·
•This offer 1s available only to quali fied students. faculty, staff and 1nstl tut1ons that purchase IBM Selected Academic Solutions through partic ipating campus locations. Orders are 
sub_,ect to ava1lab1hty Prices are sub1ect to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time w ithout written notice. ··valid for any TWA destination 1n the continental U.S. or Puerto 
Rico for travel September 16. 1990. through December 19. 1991. al the following round ·tnp fares : $149.00 round·tnp for travel from September 16, 1990, through June 14, 1991, and 
September 16. 1991 through December 19. 1991. $249.00 round·trip tor travel June 15. 1991, through September 15. 1991. Seats are limited. Fare 1s non-refundable. 14 day advance 
purchase. b lackout dates and certain other restrict ions apply Complete details w ill be shown on cert1f1cate. Apphcants for TW~s Getaway Student Discount Card must be full ·t1me 
students between the ages of 16- 26 ®IBM, Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Microsoft 1s a registered 
trademark of Microsoft Corporation. TWA 1s a registered service mark of Trans World Airhnes. Inc TWA Getaway 1s a registered trademark of Trans World Airlines. Inc. PRODIGY 1s a 
registered service mark and trademark of Prodigy Services Company. a partnership of IBM and Sears "'Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation ~ • ~ • • • • 
©IBM Co<porat1on 1990 
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oc 
n ouse 
10:30 am - 12:30 pm 
Location: Upper Hearth Lounge 
Light refreshments will served 
5 
- ' T E D ~ 
Info tabl in Allyn all 
T" : 9 - noon 
B 
Co and find out re bout the Raider Substanc Abu Awaren s Program 
AA COA infonna ·on ·nth Upper eanh Loung 
T" : noon - 1:30 pm 
.A.P. ight in the Ran 
2 movies on Alcohol Abuse will hown in the Ran 
T" : 3:00 pm- 5 pm & 7:00pm- 9: pm 
fresh n & n - coho ic bev 
D 
Info table in Allyn Hall 
Time: 9 am - noon 
Bann r con t for housing communities 
ovi in Hamilton all 
T : 7: pm - 9: 0 pm 
7 
Prcscn tion by rban Minority Ou ch Program 
T" : l:OOpm 
Loe tion: Bolinga Cent r 
Stud nt to Stud nt pre entation 
Time: 7:00 pm 
Location: Forest Lane Community Center 
THURSDAY OCTO E 
Info tables Allyn Hall and University C nter 
T" c: 9 am - noon 
Location: Univ rsity Cafeteria 
Tim : 7:30 pm- 11:00 pm 
Ju ging of Housing Banners 
18 F A 
on-Alcoholic Happy Hour 
Location: Commons Ar Creativ Arts 
T" : 9:00 am - : pm 
v· wing of poster entri s t 1 :00 am an j dging t 11 :30 am 
V · oua activitie in e identi Communities TBA 
CO-SP 
& 
